STANDARD MODIFICATIONS
Cabinets must be assembled unless the modification is PFG (prep for glass), FOFC or FPFI (paint interior of cabinet-flat pack ). Mod
price does not include the assembly cost. Orders that include modifications without PAINT will be shipped within 7 business days
once approval and payment have been received. 10 Business days for MODs that include painting.

Mod Code

Description

RDW

REDUCE
Wall Cabinet
Depth

RDVS

RDVD1drw
RDVD2dwr
RDVD3dwr

RDP

REDUCE
Base Cabinet
depth to
Vanity Base
with False
Fronts

REDUCE to 21”
Base/Drawer
Base Cabinet
depth to
Vanity Depth
with drawer(s)

Additional
parts needed

Cost
$60

$60

$115 + $15 per
drawer

None

None

DO NOT ENTER
GLIDES AS A
SEPARATE LINE
ITEM
(cost included in
Mod charge)

Additional INFO

Reduce the depth of a Wall Cabinet and the
interior shelf to the desire dimension.

Can be reduced to any
depth.

Reduce the depth of a Base Cabinet to
match that of a Vanity Cabinet depth at 21”
with False Fronts.

Reduce depth of base cabinet or drawer
base cabinet to match a vanity Cabinet
depth of 21”.

REDUCE Depth
of Pantry
Cabinet

NW-27,30,33,36 and 39 have one drawer
YN-drawer slides
15”

None

INCREASE
Depth of
Cabinet

1 TEP3096 up to
15” deep

1 TEP3096 up to
15” deep

2 TEP3096 greater
than 15” deep

2 TEP3096
greater than 15”
deep

YN-shelf2496 if
shelf depth is to
be increased

YN-shelf2496 if
shelf depth is to
be increased

Reduce to 18” using YNdrawer slides15” not
entered as a line item.
Included in MOD cost
Reduce to 15” using YNdrawerslides12” not
entered as a line item.
Included in MOD cost
Soft close under mount
glides (Not standard side
mount glides)

Yn-drawer
slides12”

$115

Can be reduced to any
depth-with false fronts.

We can reduce depth to 21”, 18” or 15”.

Vanity glides
Premier only,
we do not
stock vinyl
glides to use in
this mod

$230 + cost of

ID

Detailed Description

Reduce depth of a Pantry Cabinet to any
depth. If required, new holes will be drilled
for shelf clips.

NOTE- ROT will no longer
fit in modified pantry.

Increase depth of WALL cabinets up to 24”
and BASE cabinets without drawers up to
30”

WALL STACKING
CABINETS come with
finished interior-Will
have to paint the interior
when we increase depth.
MOD-ID and MOD-FI
CHARGE An option for
customer to avoid extra
cost would be to bump
out cabinet to desired
depth and cover the side
with a skin (BPLG) or
DWP. NOTE This is not a
modification KCD offers

W361824,W362424 We can increase depth
but would NOT be able to increase depth of
shelves
CAN NOT INCREASE DEPTH of
CW,ER,PANTRY AND OVEN CABINETS
Yn-shelf2496 REQUIRED to get shelf
increased and desired depth of shelf is
required. Shelf can only by increased to
24"
(NOT INCLUDED IN MOD CHARGE)

Mod
Code

FI

Description

Cost

Additiona
l parts
needed

Detailed description

Paint interior of
cabinet. (Assembled)

$175

None

Paint interior to match exterior.
Includes painting shelves.

$200

None

FPFI

Paint interior of
cabinet.
(FLAT PACK)

PFG

Prepare door for
glass (routing of
door)

$60 Per
Door

None

For stained lines- Brooklyn Slate
and Shaker Espresso- finished
interiors will be painted with a
color similar to the exterior stain
color

Prepare door for glass of any cabinet by
routing the interior panel of the door.
Interior route will be finished to match
paint or stain of cabinet

Charge is per door.
We DO NOT STOCK/PROVIDE the
glass inserts.
(Can only prep top doors of pantry)

$90 +
cost of
shelf

YNshelf2496

CLC

Custom length cuts
for accessories and
trim

$15 per
cut

none

Cut accessories and trim to customer
length specifications. We do not cut
angle cuts.

BSB

Convert base to sink
base

$30

none

Convert base to sink base by removing
drawer hardware and creating false
fronts.

Convert assembled
wall cabinet into an
open face wall
cabinet

$175

none

Leave doors off and paint interior to
match

Convert flat pack
wall cabinet into an
open faced cabinet

$200

none

Leave doors off and paint interior to
match and re-pack

Install full depth
shelf in base cabinet

$30
plus
cost of
shelf

Ynshelf2496

AOFC

FOFC

FDS

For stained lines- Brooklyn Slate
and Shaker Espresso- finished
interiors will be painted with a
color similar to the exterior stain
color

Paint interior to match exterior.
Includes painting shelves.
Cabinet will be re-packed.

Convert base cabinet
into microwave
base. Except for
B30’s Use MBC30

BMW

More Info

Frame upside down/ drawer at
bottom/ no doors

Create a full depth shelf for the inside
of any base cabinet by cutting a 24”
deep shelf to span the complete depth
of the cabinet

Only bases/ not drawer bases
because the stiles would have to be
cut.

For stained lines- Brooklyn Slate and
Shaker Espresso- finished interiors
will be painted with a color similar to
the exterior stain color

For stained lines- Brooklyn Slate and
Shaker Espresso- finished interiors
will be painted with a color similar to
the exterior stain color

